MUSIC FESTIVAL
VIDEO TECHNOLOGY

Let’s Create Something Extraordinary.
Since 2005 we’ve been dreaming up, delivering and building video
displays for live events and spectacular installations all over the
world. A boutique shop with over a century of combined experience,
our capabilities range from multi-camera production to mobile and
modular LED screen packages. Our dedication to “better”, not
“ bigger”, sets us apart from our peers. We don’t draw lines or
boundaries, we solve problems.

LED VIDEO SCREENS

4K & HD CAMERA PACKAGES

PRODUCTION SERVICES

Mobile & Modular LED Screens
Digital Signage

Multi-Camera Production
Recording and Playback

Media Servers
Flypacks

Choice…is Everything.

FESTIVAL
VIDEO PARTNER
Mobile and Modular LED Video screens

LED Video screens have transformed the
way people experience live music.
HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO SYSTEMS
ChoiceLIVE offers the latest in Mobile and Modular LED
technology. Our team works at any capacity required of them
and can handle the entire production, from creative to display.

PRODUCTION SERVICES

4k & HD Camera Packages from Sony and Blackmagic. Robo
and Bullet cams from Panasonic and Marshall, long lens kits,
jibs and dollies galore.
Media servers: disguise (D3), available in fully
configured, show ready rack systems with
DVI routing, audio and redundancy
VIP TVS & monitors: 65” Samsung 4K TVs with various
mounting options
Fiber, wireless signal distribution
ENG camera packages
Wireless Video: on camera or point-to-point
Audio packages
Streaming Services

“

ChoiceLIVE takes customer
service to another level.
Always thorough, gives all
spec possibilities, and rolls
smoothly with the punches as
bids change. Truly one of my
favorite vendors to work with.
They also provide field
technicians that are courteous,
knowledgeable, and know
how to keep it cool when the
fest gets hectic.
Pitchfork Music Festival

”

HEADQUARTERS
30 Wright Ave.
Lititz, PA 17543
T: 717.740.2400

Digital Signage
Live Record for Release or Webcast

Choice.Live

